Bad-ballot list becomes hot item

By Jack Moran

The Register-Guard

A federal jury has rejected a man’s claims that four Cotterman Road administrators, ranging from five specific demands to UO of dozens of professors and other university officials to address demands from the university handled the alleged sexual assault, he filed. "It was the first time we were able to see a whole picture," says of the UO's response. "The petition, which had signatures of staff on Thursday afternoon — from Frank Adams to Rosa Parks to Benjamin Franklin to third-grader Breanna Davis. "You should never give up on your dreams," said Copeland, whose friends know her better as third-grader Breanna Davis. "You should never give up on your dreams," said Copeland, whose friends know her better as third-grader Breanna Davis.

Petition asks UO for action on sexual violence

Alumni sign the online criticism of the university’s response.

By Jon Albaugh

The Register-Guard

The six-person jury ruled the case on the night his car struck and killed him, causing him a serious knee injury that was worsened when one of the officers fell back and hit him, causing him a serious knee injury that was worsened.

Court dismisses complaint against four police officers
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A coalition from Washington and Oregon looks for common ground on the project.

Lawmakers revive talk of 1-5 Columbia bridge

The Associated Press

SPOKANE, Wash. — Lawmakers from Washington and Oregon are reviving plans for a new Interstate 5 bridge over the Columbia River between Vancouver and Portland. The project was first approved in 1990 from both states and both parties were behind it. Now Wednesday in Vancouver, Washington state lawmakers talked about the governance framework that would guide a new project to replace the aging I-5 bridge. Nearly $400 million was spent on plans for the bridge over the Columbia in 2003. The project was nixed in 2006 after the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers said the proposal did not provide a fair way to find a way to improve freight mobility and ease congestion, said Oregon Rep. John Holtec of The Dalles, who also is organizing a bi-state Columbia meetings. The lawmakers believes the project is a good idea.
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Oregon's public records law identifies the public records law. That is troubling for those as a means to obtain the same records," Tartt said, in explicit reference to the state's current voter registration list.
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